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I. Imaging circumstances
This photo was sent to the main UfoCaseBook site with the following comments:
“London, England - 07-14-11
Hello, I want to show you a photograph that my son took on his IPhone as we were flying out of
Heathrow Airport on July 14, 2011.
We were headed to Atlanta, Georgia in the United States, when he took a photograph of the
landscape below, just after we took off.
He did not notice anything unusual at the time. I would think the craft would have been seen by other
passengers or some of the crew.
Camera - Apple, iPhone 3GS- taken at 1:24 PM, local British time.
Thanks, Keith”

II. Camera settings
The camera model that was used is an IPhone 3GS which characteristics can be seen here.

III. Data examination
➢ Authentication
No EXIF metadata are presents in the photo. However, we know with the testimony that it was made
with an iPhone 3GS.

As this model and its characteristics are known by CamCAT integrated in IPACO, we can import these
characteristics by fill in in “Technical data” the make of the camera, then its model:

Once these data completed, the "CamCAT" box at the bottom of the window becomes accessible and we
just have to check it to integrate in the image all the standard technical parameters (sensor dimensions,
focal length, etc.) corresponding to the camera model.
These parameters can then be used for further analysis, and in particular for authentication.
It can be done according to three different and complementary methods. The first is a quick reading of the
suspicious metadata in the "Authentication - Suspect tags" menu:

The only suspect marker "JPEG/JFIF marker" reflects the probable passage of the image through the Internet;
indeed, some sites that hosting images, delete their metadata and add this marker, which, after a check on
other images, is indeed the case for the Ufocasebook website.
This does not necessarily mean a deliberate manipulation of the image; however, it is not possible to
consider it as "original authentic", in the absence of intact original EXIF metadata.
The second method compares the remaining metadata associated with the image to that shown in CamCAT
for this camera model. In this case, it is about the size of the image which is in conformity with those possible
for this kind of camera:

The third method, which we will not detail here, makes it possible to check, with the "Authentication Remote verification" menu, in detail the content of the metadata present. If one (or more) suspicious
metadata are present, it is reported.

➢ Analysis
The first step is a careful visual examination of the image to detect any clues that may help to identify the
phenomenon.
Subsequently, a simple use of basic IPACO tools, such as contrast and brightness, can bring out details that
are difficult to see otherwise.
Thus, a simple improvement of the contrast and luminosity of the photograph bring out a frank limit in the
upper left-hand corner reflecting the presence of a saturated uniform zone, occupying the entire corner
above and to the left of the object:

This area, saturated in luminosity, is hardly visible in the original photograph, because it can be confused
with the luminous brightness of the white clouds visible in the background sky.
This photograph is also very similar to this one:

… which is just a small part of the original one:

(1)

The triangular dark areas under the wing of the aircraft are only the wing flap supports, visible here more
closely, on an A380-800 Airbus:

(2)

IV. Conclusion
Given the objective data provided by the examination of the photographic document, we can
conclude that the object contained in this document is a flap rail fairing component of an airplane
wing; the saturation of the brightness of the photographed area making this wing almost
indistinguishable, in contrast to the dark area of the rail not exposed to the sun.

V.

Sources – Photo credits
The original photography and testimony can be seen at the main site of Ufocasebook.
(1)
TPE ailes d'avions (in French)
(2)
Rikoooo simulation (in French)

